
 

 

 

Mindset Session – The Power of Focus 

26th November 2021  

 
General Chat: 

 

00:05:48 Sarah-Jane Le Blanc: Wow!  love that.  My fear is of my own success too.  

Curretn 

00:05:56 Sarah-Jane Le Blanc: oops - currently off with fatigue.... 

00:07:43 Annemarie Wilson: Me too Sarah-Jane 

00:07:58 Lucy Harper: I’m so glad to hear you are not totally organised Catherine! 

00:08:27 Sarah-Jane Le Blanc: @Annemarie - so many of us in this situation.  Working on 

my boundaries for energy management..... 

00:08:43 Annemarie Wilson: Ha ha.. me too 

00:08:48 Shelley Kornfeld: I struggle with perfectionism & procrastination, badly. 

00:09:14 Natasha B: Absolutely, one thing at a time = manifestating galore! 

00:09:16 Alison: Fantastic book 

00:09:46 Alison: Read both of those books and they are brilliant 

00:10:11 Anna: Yes, I have both of those (and quite a few more books...!) 

00:10:15 Annemarie Wilson: The One Thing is on black friday offer on kindle for 99p 

00:10:18 Natasha B: Sometimes it's about being fully present for oneself in the 

moment. 

00:11:39 Sarah-Jane Le Blanc: I am suffering from a long week with late nights too...… 

I've attended all the sessions, how do we win the prizes you've mentioned.  Suffering memory 

loss lol. 

00:13:10 Annemarie Wilson: You get a chance to win just because you are here. :-) 

00:14:02 Sarah-Jane Le Blanc: Thank you Annemarie - and Catherine. 

00:18:44 Sarah-Jane Le Blanc: Gosh £3,500.  I ran my first events from community 

centres - £10 p/hr lol. 



 

 

00:21:34 Sarah-Jane Le Blanc: Both super smart - and lovely - women! 

00:24:54 Natasha B: so true, too many things on go = FOMO 

00:25:52 Anna: My favourite current quote is "a high quality life has so much more to do 

with what you remove from it than what you add" (Cheryl Richardson - Best seller /Coach) 

00:27:22 Sarah-Jane Le Blanc: LOVE that quote Anna.  That's where I am at - deciding 

what to remove....  hubby might be top of the list lol, followed by children hee, hee 

00:28:04 Anna: Lol Sarah-Jane 

00:28:13 Alison: @ sarah-jane          

00:29:59 Tanya: So need this mindset pieceomg th 

00:30:09 Laia Jufresa: I feel like I frequently change direction on a whim, this is a very 

helpful reminder Catherine, thank you. 

00:30:17 Tanya: This is so me!! 

 

00:30:30 Alison: me too Tanya 

00:30:31 Sarah-Jane Le Blanc: OMG hormones!  They impact so similarly... lol.  So 

important to be kind and gentle with ourselves. 

00:32:33 Anna: Indeed Sarah-Jane 

00:32:44 Natasha B: one thing accumulates over a year! 

00:34:34 Laia Jufresa: Hahaha, that solves wealth dynamics for me a today, definitely a 

creator. I literally “created” a course in my morning pages today, again…. 

00:35:14 Sarah-Jane Le Blanc: What's that expression?  XXXX of many and master of 

none..... 

00:35:30 Alison: JAck of all trades, master of none 

00:35:46 Sarah-Jane Le Blanc: @Alison - thank you! 

00:36:02 Sarah-Jane Le Blanc: Yes, I have an "Ideas Book". 

00:38:07 Sarah-Jane Le Blanc: Bring it on!  My journey too.... 

00:38:20 michelle: Menopause is for men too 

00:38:41 Anna: This year menopause seems to be the 'theme' 

00:38:42 Annemarie Wilson: Pregnenolone ladies.. ditch the synthetic hormones 



 

 

00:39:08 Natasha B: love the get it done days 

00:39:13 Sarah-Jane Le Blanc: Gosh, most women don't understand it - and suffer.  Such 

an unspoken area.  Glad to know of "Happy Hormones" :) 

00:41:01 Sarah-Jane Le Blanc: No, it's your magnetism Catherine! 

00:41:30 Natasha B: the most important first module, will save u time/energy! 

00:41:40 Annemarie Wilson: It’s just transferring one form of creative energy into 

another. Become a wise woman with all your creative power for your own use and not for 

creating life. It’s a matter of perspective. Celebrate it. 

00:42:06 Annemarie Wilson: ‘transforming’ 

00:42:21 Annemarie Wilson: Love Alice 

00:42:22 Anna: Yes, Annemarie 

00:43:41 Natasha B: for ladies you also need to include your cycles into time/energy 

management (back to hormones) each phase of your cycle has a gift/focus. x 

00:45:16 Sarah-Jane Le Blanc: @Natasha - totally agree - and so important.  Love 

Miranda Gray's work on this "How to get a cycle" xxx 

00:45:29 Annemarie Wilson: Yeah the personal calls are one of my boundaries that 

needs sorting.. people think if you work from home you are always available ! 

00:45:35 Natasha B: I am a Moon Mother! I have been trained by Miranda! 

00:45:40 Laia Jufresa: Have to put my kid to bed. Will watch the replay. THANK YOU 

CATHERINE! 

00:45:48 Sarah-Jane Le Blanc: @Natasha - WOW! 

00:46:00 Dave: Tiny Habits? 

00:46:04 Mumba: Atomic Habits! possibly 

00:46:06 Leanne Young: Tiny habits or atomic habits? 

00:46:09 Bernadette Connolly: atomic habits 

00:46:23 Anna: There's one on Micro-resolutions 

00:46:27 Natasha B: I manage my time/energy through my cycles. I used it once to 

attract £6,000 in 12 hours! 

00:47:11 Annemarie Wilson: So Natasha this works for women who have gone through 

the menopause. 



 

 

00:47:30 Natasha B: Absolutely Annemarie, but according to moon cycle ;-) 

00:47:53 Sarah-Jane Le Blanc: Neither do I - and it pisses my hubbie off.  "Can't you just 

find a minute to do that?  I would if I could."  (and ironically, he would!). 

00:48:17 Sarah-Jane Le Blanc: We need to train our friends and family.... 

00:48:43 Natasha B: Lol SJ - it's the linear way of doing things. Miranda uses traffic light 

system with her husband. I have a moon/menstruation cycle on view :-) 

00:48:49 Anna: Yes, harnessing the moon cycles is brill, Natasha 

00:48:59 Alison: When I worked in the corporate world - I worked from home a lot and so 

set boundaries then which has helped me loads now 

00:49:33 Annemarie Wilson: This is currently driving me mad as there is  lot of family 

drama at the moment and I’m the stabilising one with the solutions.. maybe I should start 

charging for my time..lol 

00:49:56 Alison: Annemarie - they wouldn't be able to afford you! 

00:50:25 Anna: Yes, I've found it so difficult as hubbie works from home - ongoing 

'struggle' 

00:50:51 Annemarie Wilson: Alison..too true lol 

00:51:06 Sarah-Jane Le Blanc: I don't answer the phone to family during work time.  After 

6  missed calls from hubbie and 4 from my adult daughter - I discovered that my mum had 

collapsed and was being blue lighted to hospital - they thought she wouldn't make it.  Felt so 

shit.  It's a balance isn't it. 

00:51:57 Lucy Harper: Need a code system Sarah-Jane! 

00:52:42 Anna: Yes, it's creating the time and space for focused energy 

00:52:46 Sarah-Jane Le Blanc: @Lucy - yeah it was a bit of a moment for sure! 

00:54:08 Sonia Jewers: I am trying an app called Forrest which helps to focus in chunks, 

particularly if you are trying to do something you really find hard! Seems to be helping 

00:54:11 Lucy Harper: I bet it was awful S-J.  Maybe have a system 2 rings hang up 2 

more rings hang up then third call you know it’s an emergency 

00:55:17 Thora Thorsdottir: I find location boundaries difficult- I have a room I use as 

an office but get bored in the same environment-:) 

00:55:32 Natasha B: oh that's a good ide ato prioritise in morning 



 

 

00:55:45 Sarah-Jane Le Blanc: @Lucy - hubby was doing that.  But that is his usual 

impatient ringing trying to get me.  To see what I need from the shop, or what's for tea.  So I 

ignored it.  But you are right, I really do need to create a system - or train hubby to only ring 

once so I know if he rings twice it is a GENUINE emergency. 

00:56:01 Alison: I'm a real saddo - I do a review on Sunday and then set my goals for the 

week.  I prioritise the night before so I can start the day on the first really important thing I 

need to get done 

00:56:58 Lucy Harper: Sounds sensible to me Alison not a saddo! 

00:57:08 Sarah-Jane Le Blanc: I love that you use pen and paper - that's my preference 

too. 

00:57:16 Alison: I'm a secret anorak @Lucy 

00:58:41 Anna: Yes, prefer pen and paper too 

00:59:21 Alison: The first thing I schedule each week is self-care, then I have a routine of 

what I do each day 

00:59:38 Annemarie Wilson: When do you fit in all the other tasks that need to be done 

that are non work related ? I tend to do those things when i take a break from the laptop. 

00:59:58 Sarah-Jane Le Blanc: @Annemarie - after work. 

01:00:12 Annemarie Wilson: So happy i don’t have a smartphone.. no notifications for 

me :-) 

01:00:29 Anna: Good to hear Alison: that's what my webpage focuses on 

01:00:45 Sarah-Jane Le Blanc: I put my mobile phone in a drawer when at work.  And 

often at the weekends too! 

01:01:02 Natasha B: I switch off my business mobile on my days off ! 

01:01:03 Rachel Tapping: Multitasking, yet again... :-) 

01:01:11 Annemarie Wilson: Me too Alison.. If I don’t do the soul connection every 

morning I get off kilter. 

01:01:33 Melis Nowell: Use the landline      

01:02:01 Anna: Yes, we're bombarded my notifications - it's too much overwhelm and 

distraction. Yes Melis, I still have a landline. 

01:02:33 Anna: Soul connection sounds great, Annemaire 



 

 

01:02:39 Sarah-Jane Le Blanc: What's your emergency channel called?  Vauxhall???? 

01:02:47 Annemarie Wilson: VOXER 

01:02:49 Lucy Harper: These pings are made to get you to look cause things like F/B are 

addictive as each message gives you a dopamine rush!  Don’t let it get you addicted! 

01:03:04 Annemarie Wilson: Yes Lucy 

01:03:55 Anna: Yes, Lucy. Interruptions/distractions disrupt everything: takes so much 

longer to get back your focus 

01:04:20 Annemarie Wilson: Sometimes being electrosensitive is a blessing 

01:04:48 Anna: Book: The Organised Mind - Daniel Levitin 

01:04:51 Sarah-Jane Le Blanc: I can't remember the exact amount of time - but it's more 

than you would think - that it takes for the brain to "re-adjust" when skipping between 

different tasks.... 

01:05:13 Alison: @Anna - I've just got that book - it's next on my list to read 

01:05:45 Annemarie Wilson: Yes Sarah-Jane I know with children it takes 2 hours for 

their brain to return to normal functioning after a call 

01:05:53 Sarah-Jane Le Blanc: Ha, I take in the whole street's Christmas deliveries every 

year!!!!! 

01:08:55 Natasha B: or global programming ;-) 

01:09:15 Sarah-Jane Le Blanc: My 11yr old son asked me this morning as I walked him to 

school "If you're going back to work on Monday does that mean you can't walk me to school or 

play with me afterwards anymore?".  7 weeks off work really sick - refusing to back to the same 

hamster wheel.... 

01:10:11 sandrine: Thank you Catherine! Have a good evening everybody x 

01:12:03 michelle: Thanks Catherine, relax and enjoy your weekend. Thanks for all of 

you being there, its so nice to share your experience Catherine , it helps you so much to share. x 

01:12:42 Lucy Harper: So useful! 

01:12:46 Natasha B: lots o fuseful practical advice 

01:13:02 Annemarie Wilson: Thank you so much Catherine.. gave me clarity about 

setting boundaries with my family 

01:13:17 Anna: Always good to have reminders 



 

 

01:13:30 Andrew Cheffings: Yes, I like the structure. It made me think about where I 

want things to go. 

01:14:12 Melis Nowell: Definitely food for thought 

01:16:51 Sarah-Jane Le Blanc: QUESTION - Did you say there was a half day Vision and 

Planning session in December? Will this supercede tomorrow?  Feeling a bit zoomed out and 

need a tech rest, so will wait til December if that's a fuller event. 

01:17:23 Nathalie Baron: Thank you for those 4 points !! Inspiring and powerful ! 

01:17:42 Melis Nowell: Setting boundaries 

01:17:56 Annemarie Wilson: Setting boundaries 

01:17:59 michelle: Yes boundaries, being assertive 

01:18:00 Isabel Chase: Thank you Catherine. Do what totally scares me. Make my 

message super clear and have great courage. Thank you Catherine. 

01:18:01 Andrew Cheffings: I’ve clarified my future focus a bit. It prompted me to write 

down some ideas I had been thinking about. 

01:18:03 Lucy Harper: Commitment to commit to the business cause I was thinking of 

letting it go! 

01:18:45 Lucy Harper: Feel very discouraged due to all the uncertainties of the current 

situation rather than about the business itself 

01:18:57 Nathalie Baron: I'm going to put no-distraction blocks of time in my 

calendar, really putting mobile phon aside ! 

01:18:58 Rachel Tapping: For me, this has been yet another reminder to build a 

really clear vision first before trying to work on my business. Focus! 

01:19:17 Sarah-Jane Le Blanc: Committed to working methodically on ensuring all the 

key pieces are in place to support my growing business.  ACTION - joining the membership to 

support me in doing that.  Have LOVED this event.  Thank you     . 

01:19:45 Anna: Connection cut out, and now speaker not working 

01:20:00 Bill: Very useful. Reinforces some of the thoughts/ideas that I am working on - 

so looking forward to participating more in future events. 

01:20:06 Natasha B: I've blocked off Friday for non people related activities, there 

done! 

01:20:19 Anna: Okay now 



 

 

01:20:21 michelle: Keeping organised and in order is my problem 

01:21:52 Anna: I quite like the 'live' thing so that it's scheduled in! 

01:21:57 Nathalie Baron: Have joined today :-) but not going to be able to join live 

tomorrow and the 7th :-( 

01:21:57 Sarah-Jane Le Blanc: What was the time on 7th? 

01:21:59 Bernadette Connolly: thank you 

01:22:47 michelle: Thankyou for being there. 

01:22:48 Lucy Harper: 1 o’clock Sarah J 

01:23:11 Sarah-Jane Le Blanc: Even though I know this:  "We teach our clients how to 

treat us" - I still struggle with not letting my clients run over..... 

01:23:13 Anna: Boundaries are crucial to self-care and focus 

01:23:25 Thora Thorsdottir: I would like to join tomorrow as a warm up for the 7th -:) x 

01:23:35 Sarah-Jane Le Blanc: @Lucy - thank you.  Do you know when it finishes? 

01:23:56 Lucy Harper: 4 hours I think! 

01:24:13 Sarah-Jane Le Blanc: @Lucy - thank you! 

01:26:43 Andrew Cheffings: I generally use Andrew, I was a Buddhist priest for 6 

months, some people still use the name Shraddha. 

01:27:54 Tanya: This has been so helpful Thank you 

01:29:35 Sarah-Jane Le Blanc: Oh that is me!  I hate tech - have booked a half day tech 

audit with Alice Jennings after meeting her here!  I will get that funnel and evergreen webinar 

up after nearly 10yrs.....         

01:30:01 Nathalie Baron: well done sarah-Jane !! 

01:30:17 Anna: Yes, I'm non-techie 

01:30:20 Sarah-Jane Le Blanc: I got the value after the first day! 

01:30:21 Annemarie Wilson: Sarah-Jane Alice is great 

01:30:58 michelle: I have to teach at 10 am saturday 

01:31:21 Anna: I'm a member and will come to the session tomorrow and the 7th, too - 

thanks 



 

 

01:32:08 Isabel Chase: Tomorrow is 5 am for me, lol. My first zoom live because of the 

holiday week here in the states. This was so great. I received a lot insight from today’s session. 

Still catching up with the others. 

01:32:09 Gregory The Architects' Coach: I referred a colleague to your name today, I 

have found it valuable. Thank you for the week of great ideas. 

01:32:21 Sarah-Jane Le Blanc: Thanks everyone!  I have LOVED journeying with you all 

    . 

01:32:46 Gregory The Architects' Coach: Thank you! 

01:32:47 Mumba: Which video is the embedding video of the Time & Energy 

module? that shares the practical approaches 

01:33:35 Anna: Thank you all 

01:33:35 Thora Thorsdottir: Thank you - sé you tomorrow x 

01:33:43 Natasha B: Thank you! 

01:34:03 Natasha B: Really enjoyable launch! 

01:34:07 Alison: You must be shattered CAtherine - huge congrats on keeping the energy 

going - you've been great 

01:34:11 Bill: Thank you. See you tomorrow. 

01:34:13 Leanne Young: Thank you   Some Great suggestions. 

01:34:14 Lydia @Amethyst: Thank you       

01:34:14 Nathalie Baron: Thank you for a great week Catherine. It has boosted my 

Energy ! 


